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Abstract: Natural physical conditions and the politics of flood management provide the historical context for structural flood control that
underlies modern flood hazards in the Sacramento Valley. The valley is a broad, low plain with backswamp basins that were frequently
inundated prior to Anglo-American settlement, continuing until the modern flood-control system was established. Early attempts to
emulate the Mississippi River single-channel levee strategy failed repeatedly in the Sacramento Valley due to high flow variability, mining
sedimentation, lack of a coordinated levee system, and the inability of the main channels to carry most of the flood flows. Hydraulic
mining caused massive sedimentation in major east-side tributaries, such as the Feather, Yuba, Bear, and American Rivers, and in the
Sacramento River below the Feather River confluence. This sedimentation led to a flood-control design that relied on levees with narrow
cross-channel spacings to promote channel scour and facilitate navigation. Even without sedimentation, floods were not contained within
channels, but were largely conveyed through a system of low-land basins. In the early twentieth century, an innovative channel bypass
system was adopted that emulates the natural system by routing excess flood waters over a series of weirs and through broad, channelized
bypasses that cross the basins. This system has been successful in reducing the extent of frequent inundations of broad lowland areas of
the valley. It is in need of maintenance and improvement, however, and cannot eliminate the risk of future flooding in low areas behind
levees that are being rapidly developed.
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Introduction

Two of the most flood-prone cities in the USA are New Orleans
and Sacramento �O’Neill 2006; SAFCA 2008�. Ironically, the
lower Mississippi and Sacramento River Basins were the first
major projects to receive federal funding for flood control
�O’Neill 2006�. Federal support for flood protection in the Sacra-
mento Valley was justified by the need to protect navigation, es-
pecially after a major episode of hydraulic gold mining in the
Sierra Nevada foothills. Massive sedimentation from mining fa-
vored a flood-control system consisting of self-scouring channels,
so levees were engineered to maximize flood depths with narrow
lateral spacings; i.e., constricted cross-channel spacings between
levees on opposite sides of the river. The natural, presettlement
Sacramento River carried a small percentage of the down-valley
flood flows, relying on adjacent low-lying basins to carry a ma-
jority of the discharge. This factor, coupled with extreme variabil-
ity of the discharge regime and high peak discharges, imposed
serious limits on the use of levees alone to constrain flows into a
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single channel on the Sacramento River. This tectonically influ-
enced valley required a more innovative approach to flood control
that incorporated natural geomorphic features into the design.
This paper describes the Sacramento Valley flood-control system
from a historical, geographic, and institutional perspective. It ad-
dresses the gradual development of an integrated flood manage-
ment strategy that persists to this day. A companion paper
addresses the status of this flood control system within the context
of its natural hydrogeomorphic setting �Singer et al. 2008�.

Basin Physically Predisposed to Frequent, Extensive
Flooding

The Central �or Great� Valley is comprised of the Sacramento
Valley to the north, the San Joaquin Valley to the south, and the
Sacramento-San Joaquin-Delta where they join. Geographically,
the Sacramento Valley extends from the broad alluvial lowlands
below Chico to the river mouth �Thompson 1961� �Fig. 1�. It is
dominated by a broad, low-lying plain, bounding the aggraded
Sacramento River, much of which has been prone to extensive
flooding throughout recent geologic time. Frequent lowland inun-
dation prevailed under natural conditions due to high flow vari-
ability and limited channel conveyance capacities. Main channels
of the valley once carried large amounts of sediment and thereby
constructed broad natural levees from 2–7 m high parallel to the
banks �Bryan 1923�. Extensive lowland basins; i.e., the Butte,
Colusa, Sutter, American, Sacramento, and Yolo Basins are natu-
ral backswamp areas outboard of natural levees at the lowest
elevations in the Sacramento Valley �Fig. 1�c��. Under natural
conditions, the basins were filled when floods broke through natu-
ral levees at crevasses. Sealing off this lateral connectivity be-
tween the rivers and basins was a central issue in early flood

management policy debates.
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Prior to flood control, the lower Sacramento River and the
lower Feather River, its largest tributary, carried only a small
proportion of their peak discharges during major floods. It was
noted in the early 20th century that the channel capacity of the
Sacramento River actually decreased downstream between Co-
lusa and the mouth of the Feather River to 10% of its flood
discharge �Gilbert 1917, p. 15� for structural reasons �Singer et al.
2008�. Geologically, the Sacramento Valley is a tectonic trough
that receives sediment from the mountains on all sides except the
south �Hackell 1966�. The alluvial fill is on the order of 70 km
wide at the surface. Prior to artificial levees and other engineering
works, low, frequently inundated surfaces extended tens of kilo-
meters wide. These swamplands are shown on early maps as
tulares, which indicates contemporary knowledge of flood haz-
ards in the region, although flood hazards before the gold mining
period were often neglected erroneously by early settlers and
flood managers �Thompson 1960�.

Hydrologic Variability and Early Floods

Geomorphic and climatic conditions combine to create a physical
system that can quickly generate large volumes of surface runoff.
For example, warm, moist air born in the mid-Pacific reaches
Northern California when high pressure ridges collapse, generat-
ing large amounts of runoff in the mountains, especially the Sierra
Nevada �USACE 1998�. Flood waves produced by these “pine-
apple express” storms are quickly conveyed through steep, nar-
row canyons and converge on the flat plains of the Sacramento
Valley. These events generate flood discharges that are dispropor-
tionately large compared to the mean annual floods of the rivers.

Fig. 1. Maps of Sacramento Valley; �a� Northern California; �b�
physiography of Sacramento Basin: Mo�Modoc Plateau,
K�Klamath Mountains, Ca�Cascade Mountains, Sa�Sacramento
Valley, SN�Sierra Nevada, Co�Coastal Range, D�Delta �adapted
from Fenneman and Johnson �1946� and USGS �2007��; and �c�
natural basins in Sacramento Valley �adapted from Gilbert �1917��
Initial flood-control policies of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
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�COE� followed strategies employed in the Mississippi River, but
the hydrology and geomorphology of the Sacramento Valley riv-
ers are different. The lower Mississippi drains a much larger basin
and has larger flows but flood peaks arrive slower and are smaller
in proportion to mean flows than in the Sacramento Valley.

Northern California was settled rapidly by Americans and Eu-
ropeans beginning in the 1850s during the Gold Rush. Little was
known of the natural landscapes or hydrologic systems, and the
dry Mediterranean summers, when most settlers arrived, main-
tained deceptively low river flows. This must have led to an un-
derestimation of winter flood stages and a tendency to dismiss the
observed winter floods as anomalies. Unlike in the eastern United
States and Latin America, indigenous people in California were
not often consulted about the natural history of the region during
the Gold Rush fervor. Accounts of the indigenous Indians later
revealed knowledge of recurrent extensive flooding in the valley
�Ellis 1939, pp. 139–140�. Moreover, early explorers had recog-
nized evidence of extreme floods in the Sacramento Valley �Th-
ompson 1960�. Had this been widely understood at the time of
settlement, flood-avoidance planning may have received more at-
tention. Instead, the frequency of overbank flows that extended
widely and filled the basins was grossly underestimated. Settle-
ment concentrated along lowland rivers due to the rapid influx of
settlers, dominance of water transportation, economic incentives
of placer gold, lack of perception of flood hazards, and the great
fertility of floodplain soils. As knowledge of frequent floods grew
from direct experience, the initial response was reactionary rather
than judicious or analytical: protection of existing settlements by
building levees was a high priority. In hindsight, the low topo-
graphic positions of the initial settlements and the high range of
interannual flood stages reveal the flaws of the early flood-control
practices and how they led to a reliance on repetitive increases in
size, extent, and expense of flood-control levees in the valley.

Floods in the early 1850s often resulted in communities mak-
ing a commitment to levees without considering alternatives such
as relocating to higher ground �Kelley 1989�. The tacit decision to
stand and fight nature is clearly shown in the histories of Sacra-
mento and Marysville. Following a winter flood in the city of
Sacramento in 1850, spring flood waters rose rapidly, threatening
to flood the city again. Volunteers built a makeshift levee during
the storm and warded off the flood. Subsequently, the people of
Sacramento voted to build a 3-foot high levee around the city,
which held back flood waters later that year but failed in Decem-
ber 1852 �Kelley 1989�. Incremental enlargement and extension
of the Sacramento levee system continued for 150 years as the
magnitude-frequency relationship of floods on the Sacramento
and American Rivers continued to be underestimated. By the
1990s, a reassessment of flood hazards on the lower American
River reveals how even the early technical calculations of flood
probabilities were too low for climatic reasons �NRC 1995, 1999;
James 1999�.

Storms in 1852 and 1853 also flooded the city of Marysville
and led to a protracted period of levee construction on the Feather
and Yuba Rivers. The March 1853 flood inundated downtown
Marysville to a depth of almost a meter. Since it was a much
smaller city than Sacramento, flood control in Marysville required
a less extensive levee system, and by the 1870s, Marysville was
completely encircled. The importance of the levees to maintaining
the city at that location was expressed by a prominent levee
commissioner:
“The city’s levee is the most important and vital thing the city



owns; it also is the most costly thing the city owns, representing
an expenditure of over one million dollars . . .” �Ellis 1939, p.
304�

“Levee-Wars” Era

Early levee engineering in the Sacramento Valley failed to con-
sider the rivers as integrated systems. Levees were often poorly
designed, with little hydrologic knowledge of the watershed, hy-
draulic understanding of how rivers behave, or the geotechnical
properties of construction materials. As knowledge of flood fre-
quencies in the valley grew gradually from experience of repeated
levee failures and flooding, levees were extended farther along
main channels, tributary confluences, and across crevasses, and
were built incrementally higher. Persistent underestimation of
flood variability led to inadequate structural design and the inabil-
ity to anticipate the economic commitment necessary for a struc-
tural flood-control system that could contain the entire flood
discharge of the Sacramento River within its banks. Until 1876, a
period of levee wars prevailed in which individual land owners or
local levee districts acted with impunity to construct levees and
dam crevasses to prevent local flooding of low-lying lands
�Kelley 1989�. The channels were naturally adjusted to substantial
flow diversions into flood basins, so eliminating distributary flows
forced more water into the main channel, which raised flood
stages and velocities and often caused more severe flooding else-
where. Levee districts competed among themselves, often know-
ingly exacerbating flooding on neighboring lands. In spite of the
common knowledge that new levees could cause severe damage
to others, the frontier ethos justified injury to others by the need
for individuals or communities to look out for themselves �Kelley
1989�. Victims of exacerbated flooding lacked legal recourse until
the late 19th century.

Crevasses were dammed at several points on the Sacramento
and Feather Rivers in an attempt to prevent flows from main
channels to the adjacent low-lying basins. For example, in No-
vember 1867, Gilsizer Slough, linking Feather River to Sutter
Basin, was dammed to protect Yuba City and Sutter Basin �Fig.
2�. In December of the same year, the dam failed, causing a dam-
aging flood downstream along the Slough �Kelley 1989�. Simi-
larly, Simmerly Slough, which ran from the Feather River through
Marysville to the Yuba River, was dammed off at its north and
south ends in 1857 leaving only Ellis Lake in downtown Marys-

Fig. 2. Map showing early sites of dammed distributary channels.
Dam at mouth of Gilsizer Slough in Yuba City �YC� failed in De-
cember 1867. Simmerly Slough through Marysville �MV� was
dammed by levees that encircle Marysville. Park’s Dam on Butte
Slough below Colusa would have prevented diversion of much Sac-
ramento River flow into Sutter Basin �adapted from Kelley �1989��.
ville as a legacy of the former waterway �Ellis 1939�.
Butte Slough, a key outlet connecting the Sacramento River to
Sutter Basin �Fig. 2�, was dammed in 1871 by William Parks, a
large swampland owner in Sutter Basin, to the consternation of
many landowners outside of Sutter Basin. In December 1871, as
waters rose dangerously in the backwater areas, the dam was
dynamited by armed vigilantes who overpowered the guards at
gunpoint �Kelley 1989�. Parks rebuilt the dam with increased se-
curity and during the rising limb of the next storm, as higher
stages threatened severe flooding above Colusa, the dam failed
causing tragic damages to farmers downstream along Butte
Slough. Parks’ attempt to rebuild the dam again was thwarted in
1876, by Judge Keyser of the 10th District Court of California,
who enjoined not only Parks’ dam, but also any such project that
endangered others. This decision was upheld by the California
Supreme Court and marks the end of the levee-war era, at least
with regard to large new independent levee projects that sought to
redirect major river flows �Kelley 1989�. Although damage to
others caused by damming channels was henceforth a legal con-
sideration, the practice of building artificial levees to restrict over-
flows was by no means over. In fact, flood management policy
continued for several decades to rely on levees to contain flows
within main channels.

Exacerbated Flood Hazards: Hydraulic Gold-Mining
Sedimentation

Hydraulic mining was invented in the mountains of the Yuba
River Basin in 1853 and produced vast amounts of sediment
through the 1870s �Gilbert 1917; James 1989, 1999; Greenland
2001�. Most of this sediment initially remained in the mountains,
but by 1862, torrents of sediment were being delivered to the
valley and causing rapid aggradation and exacerbation of flooding
along valley rivers �i.e., on the lower Yuba, Feather, Bear, Ameri-
can, and Sacramento Rivers�. Contrary to beliefs of late 19th
century settlers in the valley, flood hazards in the valley had been
extreme prior to the delivery of hydraulic mining sediment, which
simply exacerbated an already dangerous condition �Thompson
1960�. Although mining sediment was not the root cause of flood-
ing throughout the valley, sedimentation greatly increased flood
hazards in certain rivers, including the main Sacramento River
from the Feather River confluence to the Sacramento-San Joaquin
Delta �Heuer 1891�. Flooding increased due to rising channel
beds, locally coarsened bed materials, and decreased channel gra-
dients and flood conveyance capacity.

Sediment production accelerated through the 1870s, and by ca.
1905, an estimated 1.1 billion m3 of hydraulic mining sediment
had been produced in these river basins �Table 1�. The Yuba,
Bear, and Feather Rivers received the highest mining sediment
loads, so the Sacramento River was severely impacted below the
confluence of the Feather River. These changes to channels that
already lacked the capacity to contain large floods resulted in
increased flood frequencies, repeated bank and levee failures, and
severe flood damages. Attributing channel changes and increased
flood hazards to hydraulic mining was contested during the min-
ing period, as litigation mounted between farmers in the valley
and miners in the mountains �Kelley 1956, 1959�. This debate
was elucidated by a court case in the late 1870s �Keyes 1878� and
was largely resolved in 1880 when Wm. Hammond Hall, the State
Engineer, released a report based on extensive topographic sur-
veys that provided clear evidence of severe channel aggradation
and ongoing sedimentation from hydraulic mining based on sci-
entific measurements �Hall 1880; Crawford and Herrick 2006�.

One obvious implication of the massive amounts of mining sedi-
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ment documented by Hall’s landmark study was the unavoidable
need for a coordinated flood-control system in the valley �Kelley
1989�.

The dispute over the legality of hydraulic mining sediment
production was largely resolved by a federal court in the Sawyer
decision of 1884, that decided against the miners and enjoined
hydraulic gold mining in tributaries to navigable rivers. Although
sediment production from mines dropped precipitously after
1884, sediment storage was widespread and remobilization of this
sediment continues to this day �Fig. 3� and adds uncertainty to the
behavior of the flood-conveyance system. Sediment delivery from
the mountains to the valley continued until dams were constructed
on major rivers, beginning in 1928 and continuing until 1967
when Oroville Dam on the Feather River was completed. Redis-
tribution of historical sediment—largely hydraulic mining
sediment—is discussed further in a companion paper �Singer
et al. 2008�.

Table 1. Sediment Production Statistics by Basin �Source: James et al. �2
Estimates�

Basin

Drainage
area

�km2�

Volume
produced
�m3 106�

Volume produced
per year
�m3 yr−1�

Feather Basin
at Yuba City

10,301 77 2.5

Yuba Basin 3,499 523 16.9

North Yuba 1,351 165 5.3

Middle Yuba 536 109 3.5

South Yuba 988 165 5.3

Deer Creek 233 29 0.9

Bear Basin 1,143 271 8.7

American Basin 5,014 197 6.3

North Fork 900 164 5.3

Middle Fork 1,586 33 1.1

Totals: 19,957 1,067 34.4
aDensity �p� of mined rock �mostly conglomerates and volcanics� assum

Fig. 3. Evidence of recent sediment reworking in the lower Yuba
River is abundant. This sediment can exacerbate flooding by raising
flood stages or causing channels to shift location during floods.
Photograph by first author, June 2006.
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Conflicting Strategies for Coordinated Flood
Control

Through the late 19th century, it became increasingly clear that
piecemeal levee construction was not the answer to flood man-
agement in the valley. This realization had been inevitable in the
face of the Hall �1880� report that revealed the need for central-
ized control of the massive amount of sediment coming down
from the mines. A coordinated system would require some degree
of state and federal authority, however, and the debate between
centralized versus local control of resource management was po-
litically charged. The concept of federal funding for flood control
was controversial in the late 19th century �Arnold 1988�.

Flood-control policies in the Sacramento Valley were greatly
influenced by developments in the lower Mississippi Valley, the
first major river basin to receive federal funding for river man-
agement. The early emphasis of federal involvement had been on
navigation improvements, following the Supreme Court ruling in
Gibbons versus Ogden based on the commerce clause of the U.S.
Constitution. The flood-control strategy that emerged in the Mis-
sissippi River was detailed in an influential engineering report
�Humphrey and Abbot 1861�. It used levees with limited cross-
channel spacings to maximize flood depths, encourage channel-
bed scour, and improve navigation. Levees also protected
agricultural interests, so flood control was a tangible benefit of
this strategy, which appealed to the growers and river engineers in
California.

With the successful procurement of federal funding for navi-
gation and flood-control projects in the lower Mississippi, the call
for similar federal support for the Sacramento Valley was justified
by the need to protect navigation from sedimentation in a produc-
tive agricultural region. The strategy was politically persuasive
due to the public cry for flood protection. Large landowners in the
Sacramento Valley, many of whom obtained large tracts of land in
Sutter and Colusa Basins by way of the Swamplands Act, advo-
cated protecting these lands from flooding �Kelley 1989�. How-
ever, substantial differences in the geomorphology and hydrology
of the two basins, described earlier, were not fully appreciated

Based on the Gilbert �1917� Recommended 1.51 Adjustment to Previous

Mass produced Specific production

olume/drainage
area
�mm�

p=2.2a

�t 106�
Mass/year
�106t yr−1�

p=2.2a

�t km−2 yr−1�

7.4 168 5.4 527

149.6 1,151 37.1 10,616

122.4 364 11.7 8,683

203.7 240 7.7 14,455

167.2 363 11.7 11,866

126.4 65 2.1 8,968

236.8 596 19.2 16,807

39.2 433 14.0 2,783

181.7 360 11.6 12,895

20.9 73 2.4 1,486

53.5 2,348 75.74 3,795

al to 2.2 g /cm3.
007�,

V

ed equ
and resulted in the ultimate failure of the single-channel strategy.



Early Concepts and Policies

Will Green, editor of the Colusa Sun newspaper and a former
state representative, argued for decades against piecemeal levee
projects, predicting correctly that a policy of uncoordinated levee
construction would fail after tremendous expense and tragic per-
sonal losses. Later, when a broadly coordinated approach to levee
development became accepted, Green argued against the prevail-
ing single-channel policy advocated by the COE and large
swampland owners. Green had been the first to recommend rout-
ing flood flows through basins to reduce flood stages on the main
channel. He recognized in the 1860s that the main channel of the
Sacramento River had never carried the full flow and could not be
made to carry the full flow even if no mining sediment had been
introduced. He advocated the controlled use of basins as a means
of reducing flows in the main channel �Kelley 1989�.

In the 1870s, most advocates of a centrally designed and man-
aged, integrated flood-control system in the valley favored a
single-channel conveyance system. General Barton S. Alexander
of the COE conducted an irrigation survey of the Sacramento and
San Joaquin Valleys. The Alexander Commission produced the
first systematic hydrologic overview of the Central Valley, which
promoted a perspective of the river basin as a coordinated system
�Alexander et al. 1874; Pisani 1984; Kelley 1989�. Subsequently,
Alexander advocated a centrally controlled single-channel system
as used on the Mississippi River and detailed in the Humphrey
and Abbot �1861� report to Congress. This approach was vigor-
ously supported by large landowners in Butte, Sutter, and Colusa
Basins who sought to protect vast holdings of low-lying lands
from flooding. Between these landowners and the strong single-
channel tradition within the engineering community, a powerful
coalition developed around a flood-control policy focused on
holding flood waters within main channels with large levees. This
policy was encouraged by the immediate need to control sedimen-
tation of rivers, and opposition to government involvement in
river management beyond navigation improvements. Conse-
quently, the goal of flood control for much of the late 19th century
was to extend, strengthen, and grade a coordinated system of
levees with narrow spacings along major rivers and their tributar-
ies, and to dam crevasses that distributed flows to sloughs and
basins. While these tactics became the government policy, imple-
mentation was hampered by limited funds to cover the tremen-
dous expense of building such a system.

One exception to a single-channel flood-control strategy was
in the lower Yuba River. Due to the massive amount of hydraulic
mining sediment produced in the Yuba basin, the lower river
quickly developed extensive deposits with a multithread channel
system �Fig. 4�. As a coordinated system of levees was introduced
on the Yuba, they were spaced far apart to encourage sediment
retention on floodplains, rather than allowing sediment to be de-
livered farther down to the navigable Feather and Sacramento
Rivers. With wide levee spacings, the main Yuba channel was
prone to sedimentation, so scour was encouraged by the construc-
tion of coarse bouldery wing dams that narrow in-channel flows.
The spacing of levees gets narrow near the confluence of the Yuba
with the Feather River, which encourages sediment retention but
increases local flood hazards. To this day, the lower Yuba River
has a master low-water channel and a series of distributary high-
water channels. In contrast, the Bear River was engineered with
narrow levee spacings through the lower 18 km, but sediment
retention was encouraged further upstream above the narrow

levees.
Sediment Detention Dam Failures

A key to the single-channel strategy was control of the hydraulic
mining sediment that continued to be produced in the mountains
during the 1870s. Sedimentation during floods threatened cata-
strophic failures to even the most robust flood-control structures
and remained a menace to navigation. The government strategy
for controlling mining sediment, based on united support from
farmers and miners, was to construct brush dams on the major
rivers to detain the coarse fraction of sediment from the mines
�Kelley 1956� and the plan was to reinforce these brush dams
later with larger, more substantial structures. Brush dams were
built on the lower Bear and Yuba Rivers in 1880, but both failed
by 1882 �Mendell 1881, 1882�. The brush dam on the lower Bear
River had an average height of 1.8 m and quickly filled with
735,000 m3 of sediment before it breached. The brush dam on the
Yuba River had an average height of 2.1 m and filled with
3,700,000 m3 of sediment by 1882.

In 1904, a gravel and stone dam, known as Barrier No. 1, was
begun on the lower Yuba River �Gilbert 1917�. The first stage of
construction drove pilings into the river gravels and raised a dam
1.8 m high, which backfilled with sediment the following winter.
The following year, pilings were driven into the new sediment
and the dam was raised another 2.4 m, and this reservoir also
quickly filled with sediment. In total, Barrier No. 1 impounded
1,292,000 m3 before being destroyed by a flood in 1907, when
most of the sediment was quickly eroded �Gilbert 1917�. It was
not until Daguerre Point dam was completed in 1910 that the first
attempt to restrain mining sediment was successful. This dam,
located 7 km downstream of the Barrier No. 1 site and 16 km
upstream from the mouth of the Yuba River, had a spillway cut
into a bedrock spur and lined with concrete. Bedrock outcrops are
rare in these lower alluvial reaches, so this strategy was not gen-
erally applicable elsewhere.

The repeated dam failures for the 30 years from 1880 to 1910
cast doubt on the viability of contemporary dam technology and
the ability to prevent hydraulic mining sediment from reaching
the lower valley. These doubts reinforced the policy of relying on
levees to hold the entire flow rivers within main channels and to
maximize flood depths and scour.

Coordinated River-Basin Management and a Bypass
System

By the turn of the twentieth century, levee failures had continued
to generate catastrophic losses during frequent flood events. Flood
control remained fragmented in numerous local levee and recla-
mation districts, and funding was limited for the enormous invest-
ment needed for a coordinated valley-wide levee system.
Flooding was such a hazard in some basins that it affected the
viability of farming and settlement of large areas. For example,
settlement in Sutter and Yuba Counties had lagged behind other
counties due to the persistent threat of deep, high-velocity floods
�Kelley 1965, 1989�. Frustration with frequent flooding had
grown and critiques of the long-held single-channel policy
became commonplace. The need for an alternate vision was
inescapable.

In response to the changing political culture and increasing
knowledge of physical conditions, public attitudes toward flood
control in California became increasingly open to a centrally de-

signed and managed flood-control system �Kelley 1989�. The pro-
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gressive era and the conservation movement led to greater
acceptance of government involvement in the scientific manage-
ment of resources �Hays 1959�. Local and professional experience
had demonstrated the need for a coordinated multichannel system
that allowed main channels to overflow into the basins during
floods. The time was rife with calls for a major change in flood-
management policy, but it would require a shift to a centralized
management system that did not yet exist.

California Debris Commission and the Jackson Plan

In response to a national economic recession, the soaring value of
gold, and political pressure from miners near the end of the 19th
century, Congress sought to revitalize the hydraulic gold-mining
industry in California. In 1893, the Caminetti Act was passed,

Fig. 4. 1906 map of lower Yuba River showing wide levee setb
aggradation. Flow is from upper right to lower left �adapted excerpt
which allowed hydraulic gold mining to resume under the condi-
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tion that sediment would be detained near the mines and pre-
vented from delivery to navigable rivers. This act did not succeed
in reinstating the hydraulic gold mining industry, but it created the
California Debris Commission �CDC� associated with the COE to
administer a licensing program for hydraulic mining �Kelley
1959�. As a permanent governing body with regulatory powers,
the CDC can be regarded as the first river basin commission in
the west �Kelley 1965, 1989�, and this began a period of state and
federal cooperation that had not previously existed �Mitchell
1994�. Congress explicitly gave the CDC the authority to manage
flood control at a time when COE jurisdiction was confined to
navigation. This authority was not initially utilized, as the CDC
concentrated primarily on the navigability of the Sacramento
River system independently of flood hazard issues. Moreover, the
CDC was underfunded for the first several years of its existence

nd multithread channel system that resulted from deep, historical
DC �1906��.
acks a
from C
�Hagwood 1981�. After 1910, however, the broad authority



granted by Congress to the CDC came into play as the Commis-
sion advocated for a multichannel flood-control system in the
valley �Kelley, 1989�.

Although Will Green had lobbied for a multichannel system
with a coordinated system of levee protection as early as the
1860s, the idea had been ahead of its time �Kelley 1989�. Several
factors had changed by the 1890s, however, and the public was
ready for a change. In 1894, the Manson-Grunsky Report �CCPW
1895� presented a detailed plan for a multichannel bypass system
based on numerous measurements that had been collected over
the previous quarter century, including surveys of the State Engi-
neer �Hall 1880�, the Alexander Commission report, stream gaug-
ing, and supporting studies by the CDC. The result was a new
understanding of the rivers as physical systems with specific hy-
drologic and sedimentary characteristics. The Manson-Grunsky
plan proposed a bypass system, using a series of control weirs to
route Sacramento River flood flows out of the main channel
through a system of channelized and leveed “bypasses” built
within existing flood basins. The bypasses would be activated
only during large floods and the majority of the basin lands would
be protected from flooding, allowing farming activities in most of
the basin area to continue unabated.

The system advocated by the Manson-Grunsky report was a
major departure from the long-held policy of a single-channel
system. It retained a heavy reliance on levees to contain moderate
magnitude floods and to carry sediment in deep narrow channels.
However, it could manage large floods that had previously been
uncontrollable within the main channel. The concrete weirs would
allow distributary flows to enter bypasses during floods, but
would prevent crevasse deepening that could otherwise allow
moderate flood events to pass into the basins. Although the bypass
system would not be built for many years, public and professional
opinion was fundamentally changed after the Manson-Grunsky
report with respect to a multichannel policy that utilized basins
for conveyance �Kelley 1989�.

As is often the case, it took a large flood catastrophe to gen-
erate the political will and public support for the necessary funds
and authorization to develop a coordinated flood-control system.
In this case, it was a pair of floods in the valley: a devastating
1907 flood followed by another in 1909 catalyzed state support
for a state-wide flood-control plan. Shortly after, in 1910, Captain
Thomas Jackson, a CDC Commissioner, put forth a report �CDC
1911� advocating a flood-control plan that closely resembled the
Manson-Grunsky plan. The Jackson Plan, as it became known,
enlarged the bypasses to facilitate larger flows than had been
specified in the Manson-Grunsky report, but in most other re-
spects the two plans were similar �Kelley 1989�. A strong navi-
gation bias was retained in the Jackson Plan, and narrow levee
spacings were designed to promote scouring of channels. The
project would require an estimated 320 km �200 miles� of levees
along main rivers plus an additional 480 km �300 miles� of levees
along tributaries and sloughs. The bypasses advocated by the
Jackson Plan were to follow the deepest troughs of the basins. For
political reasons, the route of the Sutter Bypass was subsequently
shifted to a higher, more easterly course than the original plan,
however, so that it now joins the Feather River well above the
Sacramento River and at a lower gradient �Ellis 1939, p. 171�.
Due to the recent failure of the debris dams on the Yuba and Bear
Rivers and to limited capacities of contemporary reservoir tech-
nology, dams were not included in the plan. The Jackson Plan was
adopted by the California Legislature in 1911 who created the
State Reclamation Board to implement it.
Such an immense project clearly required federal financial as-
sistance to become a reality, but Congressional approval for cru-
cial levels of federal-state cost sharing was slow to materialize.
The CDC was vested with broad powers at a time initially before
the jurisdiction of the COE was to be expanded from navigation
to flood control and flood relief. The CDC began to use its broad
authority to advocate the Jackson Plan to Congress and thereby
expand the authority of the COE. By the 1920s, a single, deep
channel was no longer seen as essential. Hydraulic mining had
been curtailed for long enough that many valley channels had
ceased aggrading. In fact, many valley channels were noticeably
incising in response to the halt in sediment production from hy-
draulic mining, to the success of the narrow levee spacings in
deepening flows, and to dredging downstream. Dredging across
Horseshoe Bend in the lower Sacramento River below Rio Vista,
for example, began in 1913 and removed more sediment than had
been removed by the excavation of the Panama Canal. By 1927,
largely in response to dredging near the mouth of the Sacramento
River, channel incision had progressed upstream to Sacramento
where low-flow river stages had dropped 3 m since 1905 �Gilbert
1917; Kelley 1989�.

The Jackson Plan was adopted at the federal level when
Congress passed the Flood Control Act �U.S. Congress 1917�.
This Act initiated the Sacramento River Flood Control Project
�SRFCP� and authorized initial funding, predicated on 50-50 cost-
sharing with the State �NRC 1995�, for construction of levees,
weirs, and bypasses in the Sacramento Valley. This was the first
instance of Congressional appropriations made openly and prima-
rily for flood control �Arnold 1988�. Construction on the SRFCP
began in 1918; by 1944, 90% of the project had been constructed,
and it was completed in 1968 after the closure of Oroville Dam.
From the 1940s through the 1970s, the SRFCP was augmented
with several large, multipurpose dams, which are now an integral
part of the system.

Resulting System

The SRFCP includes approximately 1,760 km �1,100 miles� of
levees and a series of bypass channels, connected to the Sacra-
mento River by five overflow weirs. Four of the weirs have a
fixed stage �Moulton, Colusa, Tisdale, and Fremont� and the fifth
is gated �Sacramento� �Table 2, Fig. 5�. By the mid-twentieth
century, a multigovernmental flood-control arrangement had
evolved in which the CDC represented the federal government,
the State Reclamation Board represented the state, and the State
Association of Reclamation Districts represented the people
�Kelley 1989�. To be accurate, the SRFCP should be considered
within the larger integrated water resources management context
of the Central Valley Project and the California Water Plan. The
water-resources systems that have evolved in the valley consist of
much more than flood control. They are part of an integrated river
basin system that includes a series of federal, state, and local
dams, canals, power plants, and pumping plants to store spring
snowmelt and deliver it throughout the Central Valley to southern
California, and through the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta.

Reservoir operation is essential to managing flood waters in
the valley insofar as they can truncate critical peak discharges
during floods. Reservoir operations are coordinated by the
California-Nevada River Forecast Center �CNRFC� in Sacra-
mento. The California Department of Water Resources and the
National Weather Service �NWS� collaborate to provide flood
forecasting and flood warnings. The system includes precipitation
forecasts, observations from telemetered rainfall and streamflow

gages, snowpack water content, and other hydrologic data that are
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loaded into the California Data Exchange Center digital system
�Roos 2006�. Forecasting by the system utilizes the NWS River
Forecasting System. Although flood forecasting and reservoir op-
erating policies receive considerable scrutiny, the heart of the
SRFCP is the bypass system, which predates the reservoirs and
carries tremendous volumes of flood water. At Sacramento, 82%
of flood discharges typically passes through the Yolo bypass,
while only 18% flows through the main channel �Roos 2006�. An
analysis of ratios of reservoir capacities to mean annual floods
indicates that the effectiveness of flood control by foothill dams is
limited in the lower Sacramento River �Singer 2007�. Instead, the
lower basin relies heavily on the weir and bypass system to con-
trol flooding and this system requires attention.

In recent decades, three factors have driven up flood hazards in
the lower Sacramento Valley:
• Climate change;
• Urbanization of low-lying lands; and
• Inadequacies of the flood-control system.
The potential effects of climate change on flood hazards in the
valley go beyond the scope of this review. Briefly, the magnitude
of early spring runoff is increasing �Aguado et al. 1992; Dettinger
and Cayan 1995; Shelton 1998; Knowles and Cayan 2004�, and
flood magnitudes and frequencies may be larger.

Escalating suburban development in the flood basins has been
of growing concern and often concentrates on former agricultural
lands for which the levee system is not adequately designed.
Present state policies for levees are based on the 100-year flood
stage for levees protecting agricultural areas, and the 200-year
flood stage for urban areas. Thus, changes in land-use patterns
pose a number of problems including the inability of the system
to provide adequate flood protection and state liability for flood
losses �CDWR 2005�. Policy toward real estate development on
floodplains is in flux in California. A recent appellate court case
�Paterno v. State of California, 113 Cal. App. 4th 998, 2003� held
the State liable for flood losses due to failure of a SRFCP levee at
the mouth of the Yuba River. A flurry of levee improvements
ensued, and new state flood legislation was signed into law in
2007 to shift liability to local governments for irresponsible de-
velopment of low-lying lands.

The 50-year old flood protection system has serious flaws in
its physical condition and is in dire need of repair and mainte-
nance. Design deficiencies date to the original construction mate-
rials and foundations established during the mining era that may

Table 2. Weirs in Sacramento Flood-Control Project �Adapted from CD

Weir
Year
built Type

Length
�m�

Capacity
�cms�

Moulton 1932 Concrete 500 708

Colusa 1933 Concrete 1,650 1,982
S

Tisdale 1932 Concrete 1,150 1,076 T

Fremont 1924 Concrete 10,560 9,713

Sacramento 1916 48 gates 1,920 3,171

Cache Creek 1991a Concrete 1,740 850

aOriginally constructed between 1930s and 1950s; new weir completed i
WR �2003��

Releases
to Comments

Butte Basin Left bank Sacramento River �13 km above Colusa.

Colusa and
utter Basins

Left bank Sacramento River �1.6 km above Colusa.

isdale Bypass Left bank Sacramento River; connects to Sutter Bypass via
7 km long Tisdale Bypass.

Yolo Bypass Right bank Sacramento River; some Sutter Bypass flow
crosses to Yolo Bypass.

Sacramento
Bypass

Right bank Sacramento River; connects to Yolo Bypass via
1.5 km Sacramento Bypass. Gates operated manually.

Reverse flow up Sacramento River possible when
American River is in flood.

Yolo Bypass Primarily for tributary sediment detention rather than flood
control.

n 1991.
permit underseepage and failures. In addition, deferred mainte-
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Fig. 5. Flood bypass system as built. Originally envisioned by
Manson-Grunskey report and slightly revised by Jackson Plan.
MW�Moulton Weir; CW�Colusa Weir; TW�Tisdale Weir;
FW�Fremont Weir; SW�Sacramento Weir. Sac�City of Sacramento
�adapted from Kelley �1989��.



nance of the aging system has allowed levees to deteriorate sub-
stantially from erosion and growth of vegetation �CDWR 2005�.
Clearing sediment from bypasses may also be needed, especially
in the Sutter and Yolo bypasses below the Feather River where
reworking of hydraulic mining sediment appears to be substantial
�James et al. 2007�.

In the aftermath of the Hurricane Katrina disaster in New Or-
leans, the condition of levees in the Sacramento Valley has come
under increasing scrutiny. Even before Katrina, the integrity of
some levees had come into question. Between 1989 and 2003, the
COE investigated flood control levees along 1,700 km of river in
the SRFCP and found 142 km that needed significant repairs
�CDWR 2005�. For example, near the lower Bear River, portions
of the levees lacked the 0.9 m �3 ft� of freeboard above the 1%
chance flood stage that the Federal Emergency Management
Agency �FEMA� requires for levee certification �44 CFR 1
§65.10�. The affected areas in Yuba County, including the Plumas
Lake housing development, were mapped in the special flood haz-
ard area �SFHA� by FEMA. Such a change in designation sub-
jects many local landowners to floodplain regulations, constraints
on building permits, and substantial increases to federal flood
insurance rates.

Subsequently, in 2004 the Three Rivers Levee Improvement
Authority �TRLIA� was created by Yuba County and Reclamation
District 784 to develop levee-improvement plans for the lower
Feather, Yuba, and Bear Rivers. This prompted two major levee
set-back projects that are now in various stages of completion or
design. Funding for these projects is expected to reach $262
million �Table 3�, which has been or is being raised through a
combination of a FEMA Federal Emergency Management Grant,
state funds, county funds, and contributions from developers
�TRLIA 2006�.

If we are to learn from the past, levee improvement programs
should be coupled with disincentives to further development in
low-lying areas behind levees. Instead, new housing is springing
up behind levees in some of the topographically lowest positions
in the area. For example, almost 12,000 homes are proposed for
the Plumas Lake area �Marysville Appeal-Democrat—March 20,
2004�, a topographically low position along the lower Feather
River. As of June 1, 2007, 1,600 building permits had been issued
for this development �TRLIA 2007�.

Conclusions

This brief history of flood control in the Sacramento Valley out-

Table 3. Budget and Phase of Development for Levee Improvements on L

Cost
Year

completed

Phase 1 4,758,341 2004

Phase 2 29,002,957 2005

Phase 3 67,259,674 2006

Phase 4 �Yuba� 28,555,130 2006

Phase 4 �Feather� 121,926,303 TBA

Olivehurst

Detention Basin 8,536,432

Interim O&M 2,100,000

Total 262,138,837
lines the hydrogeomorphic conditions and political changes that
underlay the development of a flood bypass system in the valley.
The bypass system reduces flood hazards insofar as it controls the
geographic extent of frequent inundations of low-lying basins and
designates specific floodplain areas where overflow is allowed
during high flood stages. The system has been successful in
achieving the initial goals of protecting large areas of low-lying
agricultural lands from frequent floods by limiting the geographic
extent of frequent fooding and preventing development in the
bypass areas. In some cases, lack of maintenance, ongoing chan-
nel erosion, and recent land-use developments have resulted in
conditions in which levees may not provide a suitable level of
protection.

Initial levees in the valley were not well planned because they
began with little knowledge of flow regime or frequencies of
inundation in the valley. They were built quickly to stop flooding
and sedimentation as settlements grew rapidly along rivers and
lowlands. System-wide planning began to be adopted in the late
19th century. It was initially based on a policy of retaining all
flows within the master channels using levees with narrow spac-
ings in order to encourage scour of the massive sediment loadings
from hydraulic mining. Although levees were strengthened, ex-
tended, and partially graded under this centralized policy, flood-
ing continued. The single-channel policy ultimately failed
because the Sacramento channel lacks the capacity to contain the
large magnitude floods that are delivered. Low-lying basins had
always provided a broad, natural distributary channel system that
carried the bulk of the flow during large floods. Shutting off the
crevasses that fed these basins forced too much flow into the main
channel.

Ultimately, the need for a bypass system modeled on the 1894
Manson-Grunsky and 1910 Jackson plans was recognized. The
policy of federal support for flood control that emerged in the
USA during the early 20th century was first implemented in the
Mississippi and Sacramento River basins. The California Debris
Commission �CDC� was created by Congress in 1893 with the
rare authority to facilitate not only navigation, but also flood con-
trol. This authority later became instrumental in gaining Congres-
sional approval of an extensive flood-control system in the
Central Valley. The current levee-bypass system began to be
implemented in 1918 and was completed in the 1960s. It has been
successful in constraining the extent of deep inundation, but can-
not always prevent flooding behind levees. The costs and dimen-
sions of the required levee system continue to escalate as land use
intensifies behind the levees and design flaws persist as a legacy
of the hydraulic mining era. Ongoing development of basin lands

Bear, Yuba, and Feather Rivers �Data Adapted from TRLIA �2006, 2007��

Nature of project

Repair/improve Yuba River levees that failed in 1986 flood.

Repair/improve levees on Bear River, Western Pacific
Interceptor Canal �near Bear River�, and Yuba River �short
section�.

3.2 km levee setback on Bear River.

Another short section of Yuba River levees.

Feather River setbacks on east bank between Star and
Shanghai Bends.
ower
suggests that public expectations for flood-risk reduction by this
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system are unrealistic and sudden levee failure could be cata-
strophic. Standard floodplain management strategies are needed
that develop public awareness of the hazard, economic dis-
incentives for irrational development, and contingency plans for
disaster mitigation. More attention is needed to the physical sys-
tem including levee improvements and maintenance and sediment
removal from bypasses.
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